FIND US ON SOCIAL MEDIA 😊

Karl Vetemaa, Social Media Specialist
Keep yourself up to date!

• In UT social media we share things like:
  • student life and experiences
  • university events
  • scientific discoveries
  • notable achievements by students
  • beautiful photos of Tartu and University of Tartu
  • … overall things related to the university, Tartu and sometimes Estonia in general
Facebook:  
facebook.com/tartuuniversity

- News
- Articles
- Blog posts
- Instagram Photo of the Week
- Videos, pictures
Blog: blog.ut.ee

UT news, views, ways
We look forward to contributions from YOU!
You can write about anything you have a passion for and that has a connection to the University of Tartu.
Instagram: @unitartu

We share fun things and events related to our university

We introduce OUR PEOPLE

We choose the Instagram Photo of the Week! (use #unitartu)

Competitions & takeovers
Instagram: @unitartuscience

Managed by our university’s scientists
Share their discoveries, fieldwork, experiments, everyday life
VK: vk.com/unitartu

News

Pictures, videos

Stories of students

Forum
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/school/8850/
Social Media Hub: social.ut.ee

• All our social media pages combined
• Live feed
• If you create an interesting page or blog – add it yourself or let us know!
Snapchat: no account, but a filter!

Our own geofilter
Send your snaps to „Our Story“
You can use it everywhere in Tartu around the university buildings!
Tag us!
#unitartu